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Devon, Bridges DV50 to DV69

Bristol Channel
DV60
North
DV67
Barnstaple

Bideford

DV61

DV51

Honiton
DV62

Okehampton

DV66

DV64

DV54

Exeter

DV58
DV63

DV55
DV57

Exmouth
DV69

R Avon

DV52

R Yealm

DV59
DV68
Plymouth

DV53
DV56

Torquay

English Channel
DV50

DV65

Dartmouth

Bridge Built 1500 to 1700
Bridge Built 1500 or earlier

No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

BUILD DATE

DV50
DV51
DV52
DV53
DV54
DV55

Ivy Bridge
Jacobstowe Bridge
Kingskerswell Dacca Bridge
Langham Bridge
Lifton Bridge
Lifton Southern Bridge

SX 636 564
SS 592 018
SX 878 677
SX 608 591
SX 389 848
SX 396 849

16th C?
17th C
17th C
17th C
17th C
17th C

DV56
DV57
DV58
DV59
DV60

Lotherton Yealm Bridge
Lustleigh Bridge
Lydford Bridge
Lydia Bridge
Malmsmead PH Bridge

SX 596 539
SX 753 828
SX 509 846
SX 696 607
SS 791 477

16th C
17th C
15th C
17th C
17th C
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No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

BUILD DATE

DV61
DV62
DV63
DV64
DV65
DV66
DV67

Mole Bridge
Neopardy Bridge
North Bovey Bridge
Old Exe Bridge
Old Mill Bridge
Paddleford Bridge
Pilton Bridge & Carriageway

SS 744 298
SX 796 988
SX 740 836
SX 917 922
SX 862 519
SX 952 998
SS 557 337

17th C
17th/18th C?
17th C
1214
c1700
16th/17th C
17th/18th C

SX 524 587
SX 701 739

14th C
17th C

DV68 Plym Bridge
DV69 Ponsworthy Bridge

Devon, Bridges DV70 to DV88

Bristol Channel

North
Barnstaple

Bideford

DV73

DV82

DV76
Honiton
DV83

DV81

DV87

DV80

Okehampton

DV72

Exeter

DV77

DV84
DV74
DV78
DV70
DV75

Exmouth

R Avon

Torquay

R Yealm

DV79

DV88

English Channel

DV86

Plymouth
DV71

DV85
Dartmouth

Bridge Built 1500 to 1700
Bridge Built 1500 or earlier
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No.
DV70
DV71
DV72
DV73

BRIDGE
Postbridge Clapper Bridge
Puslinch Bridge
Rockbeare Bridge
Rothern Bridge

OS Location
SX 648 789
SX 571 510
SY 009 953
SS 479 198

BUILD DATE
13th C
17th C
17th/18th C
15th C

DV74
DV75
DV76
DV77
DV78
DV79

Rushford Bridge
Shaugh Bridge
Sheepwash Bridge
Sidford PH Bridge
Spara Bridge
Staverton Bridge

SX 705 882
SX 533 637
SS 486 057
SY 137 900
SX 844 841
SX 785 637

17th C
17th C piers
17th C
17th C
1660
1413

DV80
DV81
DV82
DV83
DV84
DV85
DV86
DV87
DV88

Stoke Canon Bridge
Sweetham Bridge
Taddiport Bridge
Taw Bridge
Topsham Bridge (Clyst)
Topsham Bridge (Avon)
Tuckenhay Bridge
Weycroft Bridge
Wisdome Bridge

SX 938 975
SX 881 986
SS 488 187
SS 656 017
SX 971 882
SX 733 511
SX 818 560
ST 307 000
SX 614 603

15th C
16th C
c1400/17th C
17th C
17th C?
16th C
17th C
17th/18th C
17th C
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DV50. Ivybridge Bridge crosses the River Erme
near the centre of the village of Ivybridge, just
north of the A38, some 18km east of Plymouth. It
comprises a near-semi-circular arch, with a very
slight point. The photograph alongside shows the
upstream features with double arch rings in two
orders, and looking through the vault perhaps
60% of the way, that there is a transition in shape
to a tighter arch shape. Viewed from downstream
as in the photograph below, there is a single flush
arch ring, and the overall rubble fabric can be
seen in gaps in the ivy. The bridge currently is
3.3m wide, and the downstream section is thus
c1.3m wide, so that this, the original, was a
packhorse bridge. It is variously dated as far back
as the 13th century, though the Listing estimates
a conservative 17th century. Such a date is easier
to reconcile with the fabric than the pointed arch shape, and for that reasons I suggest origins in the early 16 th
century. Access is good around the bridge, though foliage inhibits the view, especially on the older downstream face.
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DV51. Jacobstowe Bridge over the River
Okemont, a tributary of the River Torridge, is now
bypassed by the A3072 to the east of the village
of Jacobstowe, north of Okehampton. The fabric
is stone rubble and it has a single stilted arch with
just a suspicion of a point. There are single arch
rings, and the bridge is 3.6m wide, which
according to Jervoise represents a doubling
sometime before 1809; one might surmise that
this was carried out on the more visible upstream
face from the style of the stonework. A large steel
beam now runs across this face of the bridge,
presumably to strengthen it. The same source
indicates that the bridge was mentioned in a
document of 1670. The bridge is very difficult to
view because of the dense foliage, and as well as
my own photograph I include an older one
obtained from the internet which gives a better
idea of the general appearance, though it would
require a winter photograph to give a chance of
detecting the widening in the soffits.
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DV52. Kingskerswell Dacca Bridge is on Daccabridge Road in the centre of Kingskerswell, a village to the
south of Newton Abbot, and crosses the Aller Brook, a tributary of the River Teign. Unfortunately the view shown
below is just about as much as can be seen because private gardens surround the bridge; according to the
Listing there is a single segmental arch, and that much can be confirmed. The fabric is limestone rubble, the
parapets are low, and the roadway is c2.6m wide. The existence of a crossing point here, first a ford and then
a medieval bridge, led to the establishment of the village, and according to the Listing, elements of the latter
survive, but the bridge was considerably rebuilt in 1693, and repairs have been made since. I will stick with the
late 17th century date, unless I can obtain more information.
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DV53. Langham Bridge carries the road from
Ivybridge to Cornwood, over the River Yealm, to
the east of Plymouth. The lower photograph
shows that the bridge comprises 2 unequally
sized segmental arches, skewed to the roadway
which it carries. The photograph alongside
showing the soffits makes it clear that the present
width of 4m has been achieved by a widening
operation at each face, which took place during
the

19th century, and that the bridge may

originally

have been c2.5m

wide.

The

stonework here also implies that the original
bridge might have been rubble built, but that
cannot be proved. The widened bridge has
single arch rings recessed below a chamfered
hood mould, and cutwaters at each face are
carried up to triangular refuges. Jervoise quotes
a document stating that the bridge was in decay
in 1668, and perhaps it is not unreasonable to
attribute the bridge to a rebuild later in the 17th
century. Access is good downstream from where
the photographs were taken.
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DV54. Lifton Bridge carries Leat Road over the River Lyd, a tributary of the River Tamar on the southern edge
of the small town of Lifton, itself to the east of Launceston. The bridge comprises 3 stilted segmental river arches
separated by broad piers which carry large cutwaters, upstream and downstream. The structure is rubble built
and though there is some regularity, it is short of being coursed; there are single recessed arch rings below
hood moulds. The river arches span c4m, and the piers have a breadth of c3.4m. The width between the
parapets is 2.7m, and the roadway has not been widened; the cutwaters rise only to the level of the base of the
parapets so there are no refuges, though it is possible that there once were, before the parapets were rebuilt.
There is a flood arch on the west bank which looks like a later addition, possibly 19th century, not least because
it has plain, flush single arch rings. The Listing states that the bridge was probably built in the 17th century or
even earlier; I shall stick with the later date. Access is best on the downstream left bank from where the
photograph below was taken.
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DV55. Lifton Southern Bridge is a short
distance upstream from Lifton Bridge on the River
Lyd, and there are considerable similarities
between the two. The views are of the northern
arch from downstream (west), alongside, and of
the whole bridge from upstream (east), below. It
comprises 3 segmental arches spanning up to
c3.5m, separated by broad piers carrying
cutwaters, upstream and downstream. The fabric
is rubble, and there are single arch rings
throughout, but those on the two northern arches
are recessed below hood moulds, as shown
alongside, whereas on the southern arch they are
simple and flush. The roadway is 2.8m wide, with
no evidence of widening and, as on Lifton Bridge
there are no refuges now, with the cutwaters
capped at roadway level. Unusually, the bridge is
on a bend, as clearly shown below. The Listing
dates the bridge to the 17th century or older, and
I shall choose the 17th century which accords
with the fabric and detail, if not the overall form. There have been more recent modifications including perhaps the
building or rebuilding of the southern arch. Access is fair to view both faces, though trees limit what can be seen.
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DV56. Lotherton Yealm Bridge carries a minor road over the River Yealm, to the north of the A379, east of
Plymouth. The bridge, viewed from downstream below, comprises two widely separated arches; the larger river
arch to the west being perhaps slightly pointed, the smaller flood arch to the east seems near semi-circular.
(Note that this description differs from that given by the Listing). The fabric is rubble and each arch has single
arch rings recessed below hood moulds. 17th century origins are suggested with later repairs, and I will stick
with that, though confirmation that the arch is pointed would make me paus for thought. The width is c3m, but
without access at river level it is impossible to tell whether there has been any change to that. The bridge was
not easy to find, even with the help of satnav and other location software.
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DV57. Lustleigh Bridge is best seen as a quite
distant flood arch for the River Bovey, some 45m
north-east of the curiously named Clapper
Bridge, which is actually a 19th century arched
bridge over that river. They are 3.5km north-west
of Lustleigh, and reached by following the A382
north-west from Bovey Tracey, then turning off at
Wray Barton onto a single track road with hardly
any passing points. The photograph shows the
downstream face, of the rubble-built flood arch
with a distorted segmental form, which spans
3.65m. The one arch ring is recessed below a
vestigial hood-mould, and is made up of shaped
voussoirs which vary greatly in thickness. The
bridge is 2.5m wide, narrower than the river
bridge which does appear to have been widened
upstream, judging by the different appearances of
the faces, and less than stated by the usually reliable Thomas. The Listing is probably wrong in stating that Lustleigh
Bridge has been widened, and Henderson and Jervoise make no such comment, but I was unable to get a good
enough upstream view to provide a conclusive answer. There is however agreement all round, that the bridge most
likely dates to the17th century.
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DV58. Lydford Bridge over the River Lyd, a tributary of the River Tamar gives access to the village of Lydford
from the south. The bridge has a single slightly pointed arch with double flush arch rings of fairly regular
voussoirs. The fabric is rubble, with recent concrete reinforcement at lower levels, surmounted by dressed and
rusticated blocks of granite. The dimensions are modest with a span of 4.8m, but the gorge below is about 25m
deep. The bridge was 3.3m wide in the pre-modern era, but is now 6.6m wide; there are clear signs of widening
in the soffits in the left hand photograph below, though the extent suggests that either it was a second phase or
at least as much must have taken place at the other face. Jervoise refers to widening in the early 20 th century,
and the concrete could well have been added then but the stonework looks older. Unfortunately, I have not
found a photograph to clarify this. The earliest documentation of the bridge dates to 1478, and its form supports
this, though the fabric mainly visible after widening is much later. I viewed it only from the road, but it is possible
to reach the valley floor, and I include a photograph taken from there. The setting is what matters most about
this bridge, and there are many legends linked to it.
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DV59. Lydia Bridge carries a minor road over the River Avon on the north side of South Brent. The original
bridge is often described as a packhorse bridge, and was widened by about half at the upstream face to 2.7m,
from the original 1.8m, as the soffits in the photograph below make clear. The downstream face of the semicircular arch which spans 6.3m has flush double arch rings below a narrow string course, and the fabric is
rubble. The setting above a narrow steep gorge is picturesque, but it was not clear to me how accessible the
river bank might be. The bridge is the subject of a document of 1669, which refers to its poor condition. The
most likely scenario seems to be that it was built earlier in the 17th century, and repaired later, there being
nothing about its style to contradict such a viewpoint.
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DV60. Malmsmead Bridge sits alongside a ford in the Badgworthy Water, an Exmoor stream, collected into
the East Lynn River, at the boundary between Somerset and Devon. Brendon is the nearest sizeable village to
the hamlet of Malmsmead. The bridge comprises two semi-circular arches, built of random rubble with single
flush arch rings formed of roughly cut voussoirs. There are small triangular cutwaters upstream and downstream
as in the photograph; they are capped below parapet level. The bridge is humped and there is a pronounced
bend in the approach road from the east; given this and the width of only 2.6m, it is unsurprising that vehicles
mostly avail themselves of the ford. The bridge is normally attributed to the 17th century. Access is very good
downstream but much more limited upstream; in its setting, on a sunny day as when I viewed it, the bridge is
very picturesque.
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DV61. Mole Bridge crosses the River Mole a tributary of the River Taw at the east end of the main street in
North Molton, a village at the south-western edge of Exmoor. It has 3 near-semi-circular arches, each spanning
c3.3m; parapets have been replaced by rather obtrusive meshed wooden railings, sometime in the 20th century.
There are cutwaters, and similarly shaped, if heavier, buttresses on each bank upstream and downstream; all
8 rise to road-way level, but are cut off by the railings, though it seems quite likely that they acted as refuges
previously. The fabric is mainly coursed rubble but the single flush arch rings are made of dressed material, as
are the cutwaters and buttresses. The bridge is c3m wide and has not been widened. The Listing dates the
bridge to the 17th century which has support from its general form, but the fabric is in such good condition that
it appears newer. Access is good around the bridge.
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DV62. Neopardy Bridge carries a minor road
across the River Yeo, which feeds the River
Creedy a right bank tributary of the river Exe, to
the south-east of the village of Neopardy, which
itself is about 5km south-west of Crediton.
Unfortunately, the bridge cannot be viewed, far
less photographed from any publicly accessible
point, with dense shrubbery at one face and a
private garden at the other; I can confirm the
rather ramshackle wooden railings

shown

alongside, but little else. Apparently the fabric
is rubble and there are three segmental, stilted
arches with single arch rings, separated by piers
with cutwaters capped just below the roadway. The bridge has been widened downstream, apparently during the
20th century, but is still no more than 3.5m wide. The Listing suggests that the bridge was built in the 18th century or
earlier, while Jervoise ventures no opinion. I am in no real position to pass judgement, but based on its appearance
in the photograph and the Listing, I will stick with 17/18 th century. I present a poor copy of the photograph used by
Jervoise for want of anything better.
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DV63. North Bovey Bridge carries a minor road
north over the River Bovey into North Bovey
which is 2.5km south-west of Moretonhampstead.
The bridge is at the north end of a buttressed
causeway which includes another bridge over a
tributary. It is rubble-built and comprises a single
stilted segmental arch spanning 4.8m; the two
faces, are very similar with hood- moulds above
single recessed arch rings made up of shaped
voussoirs of varied thickness. The bridge is 2.4m
wide, but Thomas states that it was once only
0.9m wide, though he does not indicate whether
it was widened upstream or downstream, or both,
and I could see no strong evidence. Its similarity
to other bridges nearby, dated to the 16th or 17th
century, suggests that decay referred to in 1667 was taken care of by refurbishment rather than anything more
drastic, and that it is probably a 17th century bridge. In the photograph of the upstream face a buttress behind the
aperture is very prominent.
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DV64. Old Exe Bridge no longer crosses water but the
surviving arches from the eastern end are preserved in
an open space hemmed in by roads in the city of
Exeter. It was built between 1196 and 1214 across the
river from which it takes its name, comprised 17 or 18
arches, (of which 9 survive, some buried) , the largest
spanned 5.7m, which added to broad piers carrying
large cutwaters, gave a total length of c180m; the
bridge was 4.2m wide, and was never widened. The
structure had both semi-circular and pointed arches, all
resting on 3 or 4 ribs, which can be seen beneath the
surviving arches, as shown in the photograph
alongside. On this arch there are three arch rings,
chamfered in two orders. The fabric was rubble, faced
with ashlar, and a mix of mauve volcanic stone,
quarried locally and known as ‘Exeter Trap’, and
sandstone from Salcombe Regis in Devon was used,
but repairs and patching employed other material.
There were originally chapels at each end; St. Thomas Chapel to the west was swept away by floods in the 15 th
century, but remnants of the foundations of St. Edmund’s Chapel can still be seen in the photograph below, along
with rebuilt upper structures dating to the 15th, 17th and 19th centuries. Shops encroached onto the bridge in the
medieval period, supported on beams across the cutwaters shown on the photograph below. The bridge was
replaced in the 1770s. I give a reference to an excellent Exeter City Council booklet which provides information,
photographs, and copies of old prints; access is good all-around this marvellous survival, undoubtedly one of the
oldest in England.
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DV65. Old Mill Bridge crosses Old Mill Creek,
just to the north of Dartmouth, beside an old tide
mill. The bridge, which is made of slate rubble,
has two quite widely separated apertures, both
segmental, set upon vertical jambs, and unequal
in span. There are single flush arch rings, made
of shaped slate voussoirs. The bridge is 3.8m
wide and does not appear to have been widened.
The Listing suggests the 17th or 18th centuries as
the wide range, and it is difficult to argue, though
I would tighten the range to c1700. Access is very
good downstream, from where the photograph
was taken, but the bridge cannot easily be viewed
from upstream.
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DV66. Paddleford Bridge On a previous visit, I
got confused between this bridge which carries a
minor road over one branch of the River Culm,
just north of the village of Rewe, and Columbjohn
Bridge, on the same road and crossing another
branch of the River Culm, about a kilometre to the
east. I have now resolved the matter, and can
provide a proper description of this bridge. The
fabric is ashlar, and the bridge comprises two
segmental arches as shown in the lower
photograph, one the larger, spanning 6.7m, and
the other spanning 4.4m. There are double
chamfered arch rings on both faces, and large
cutwaters, upstream and downstream rise to form
refuges at roadway level; that roadway is 4.7m
wide. The soffits of the smaller arch are original,
but below the larger arch they have been rebuilt
in red brick above the jambs as can be seen in the upper photograph; apparently the rebuilt vault is skewed to the
line of the roadway, but I cannot confirm that. The bridge is dated by the usual authorities to the late 17th century,
which is puzzling given the chamfered arch rings, quite rare in the south-west, and otherwise without exception pre17th century. Accordingly I will hedge my bets by estimating 16/17th century, though this creates its own anomaly as
regards the width of the bridge. The bridge can only be viewed easily from downstream.
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DV67. Pilton Bridge and Causeway Pilton is a small township to the north
of Barnstaple, separated from it by the River Yeo, just before it joins the
River Taw. Seemingly, before 1323 when it is first documented, a 250m
long causeway was built between the towns to cross the area of marshland
around the river, with a bridge across the tidal river itself. None of the
medieval parts of the causeway are now visible, though they no doubt exist
buried, and in 1678, the bridge over the River Yeo was rebuilt. The two
relatively small semi-circular arches and heavy pier imply that its present
general form might be inherited from the earlier medieval version. However,
the details of its appearance owe everything to a widening operation by 3m
in 1821, including the prominent keystones in the single flush arch rings
made from dressed voussoirs, the small stepped cutwater topped by a
pilaster, the pilasters to the sides and the neat horizontal string course. The photograph above, taken from upstream,
shows, by no means clearly, I am afraid, the junction with the extension as a vertical line, about half-way along the
arch vault, and also that the arch shape was well preserved in the operation. The downstream aspect, described
and shown in the photograph below, is not matched upstream, because the width has been greatly extended there
by abutting a wide bridge with a single large segmental arch sometime during the 20 th century. In spite of its form, I
think it would be nonsense to describe this bridge as medieval. However, the surviving 17th century portion in the
soffits makes its inclusion here reasonable, though 19th and 20th century features certainly dominate. Access is
reasonable given the busy location.
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DV68. Plym Bridge over the River Plym now carries a track into a woodland recreational area on the eastern
outskirts of Plymouth, but must once have given important access into the city. It is built of Killas rubble, and
comprises 5 segmental arches of varying proportions with single recessed arch rings. The cutwaters are capped
below the level of the parapets. These arches are attributed to the 18th century, but the piers are much older,
and some show evidence of the springing of narrower, probably pointed arches, just above water level, as on
the right hand pier in the photograph below, taken from downstream. The original bridge was built in the 14th
century and it is possible that the piers date from then; the bridge had a chapel in pre-reformation times. The
total length of the bridge is 32m, and its width, a narrow 2.6m; surprising if it was largely rebuilt in the 18th
century. Access is good, downstream, though it is hard to view the bridge from upstream.
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DV69. Ponsworthy Bridge is in the village of
the same name, to the south- west of
Widecombe and just off to the north of the
B3357; it crosses the River West Webburn, a
tributary of the River Dart. It is a small slightly
humped segmental arch made of granite
rubble and with single flush arch rings. The
width is 2.2m, so only light vehicles can cross.
Most of the bridge dates from c1800, but the
abutments made from large granite blocks are
thought to be survivals from an earlier bridge
recorded in the 17th century, so on that rather
tenuous basis it is retained here. The bridge can only be viewed from the road as in the photograph of the
downstream face above, which of course does not show either of the said abutments.
A short distance south of Ponsworthy Bridge, on
the main road through the village is Forder
Bridge, a clapper bridge, beside a ford on a small
un-named stream; it is shown alongside. It
comprises 4 slabs laid over a central rubble pier
and seatings on the banks, enclosed by simple
metal rails. It is c2m wide, and the Listing
suggests it was built in the 18th century.
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DV70. Postbridge Clapper Bridge is beside a replacement arch bridge built in the late 18th century on the
B3212, at the hamlet of Postbridge; they both cross the East Dart River, before it joins with the West Dart to
form the River Dart. It comprises 3 roughly-shaped granite slabs acting as lintels, supported on two piers made
up of granite blocks and substantial abutments also made of piled stones. The three rectangular apertures thus
formed, are each of length c4.5m; the path across is c1.8m wide, and was more than 2m above the water
surface when I visited. There seems to be a consensus that the bridge originated in the 13th century, though
evidence cannot but be tenuous, and it is known that repair work to the piers, and the provision of steps up to
the bridge are of a recent date. Nonetheless it is the finest example of its type that I have seen. Access is good,
though obtaining photographs which don’t include other visitors may be difficult.
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DV71. Puslinch Bridge over the River Yealm is
on the south-western outskirts of the village of
Yealhampton, to the east of Plymouth. The fabric
is rubble with dressed voussoirs and there are
two arches of similar span, 4.1m, though one, on
the right in the upstream photograph alongside, is
much shallower. They are described correctly by
the authorities as obtusely pointed, though in truth
the points are only just visible. The bridge length
is 9m, and the width is 3.1m. On the downstream
face, shown below, there is a large pointed
cutwater, rising to give a refuge at roadway level, and on this face the arches have single recessed arch rings. It
seems likely that there has been considerable rebuilding of the upstream face, though the soffits show no sign of
widening; the higher southern arch has the same aspect as from downstream, but there is no cutwater, and the
smaller arch has a flush arch ring with a prominent raised keystone. The bridge is attributed to the 17 th century.
Access is good, though trees obstruct the view from downstream as can be seen.
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DV72. Rockbeare Bridge carried the B3174 to
the east of Exeter until bypassed to the south in
the 1920s, crossing a small un-named tributary of
the River Clyst in the hamlet of Cranbrook. It has
a segmental arch, apparently made largely of red
sandstone rubble. There is a single flush arch ring
on the upstream face which is the only one
visible, from the present roadway. The Listing
dates a repair to 1790 as on one of two attached
plaques; the other refers to repairs in 1681. The
latter was accepted by Jervoise as applying to the
bridge

in

question

as

opposed

to

some

predecessor, so on that basis I will accept it as a 17th century bridge. The width between the parapets of c5.2m is
unusually large for that date at a relatively minor crossing, so it is highly likely that the bridge has been widened,
perhaps downstream. Unfortunately the view in my photograph of the soffits, below, does not extend far enough to
enable this to be picked up (or not), and the same is true of other photographs I have found on the internet. Access
is not good, and bushes now obscure the plaques in question.
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DV73. Rothern Bridge carried the A386 across
the River Torridge close to Great Torrington,
though it has now been bypassed and is
disused. The original four arches are thought to
date back to the 15th century; they are pointed
and of span c5.7m and together with broad
piers give a bridge length of 40.5m. The bridge
was widened on both sides in a similar fashion
to those at Bideford and Barnstaple by adding
segmental arches alongside, supported on the
triangular cutwaters. It is suggested that this
was done in the early 19th century. The width
now is 4.7m while before widening it was only
2.8m. Otherwise, the bridge is rubble built with a prominent string course, and cutwaters of different sizes which now
are cut off below the top of the parapets; the original bridge appears to have had single flush arch rings. Access is
possible only from downstream, as in the lower photograph, but there is no doubt that this bridge in its location is a
particularly fine sight.
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DV74. Rushford Bridge is the next crossing downstream from Chagford Bridge on the River Teign, and is to
the north-east of Chagford village. The fabric is mainly large ashlar blocks of granite. The original bridge, which
was only 2.2m wide, had 2 plain-vaulted, stilted, elliptical arches, with as far as can be seen, unembellished
single arch rings. The central pier has pointed cutwaters which are capped off below the tops of the parapets.
The widening operation on both faces carried out around 1800, involved the provision of very shallow segmental
extensions resting on the cutwaters, and higher on the abutments than the original arches. According to the
Listing, the widening is slightly skew to the original axis, and even after the exercise, the bridge width is hardly
greater than 3m, an increase it appears from just over 2m. The Listing dates the bridge to the 17th century but
reserves the possibility that it might have been built earlier, and repaired in the late 16 th century, and earlier that
century is the build date preferred by local sources which for the moment, I accept. Given that most of what can
be seen is attributable to the widening operation, and the fact of another refurbishment in 1911, it is scarcely
surprising that the bridge looks less old. Dense foliage makes the bridge difficult to view as an entity, and I have
not been able to use my own photograph.
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DV75. Shaugh Bridge is on a minor road leading to the village of Shaugh Prior, c12 kilometres north-east of
Plymouth, and crosses the River Plym. The bridge is thought to date from the late-17th century, but in 1823 the
original arches which carried a track-way 2.1m wide were washed away. Two years later the present flat
segmental arches spanning c4m each were installed, and by building out above the cutwaters at both faces of
the central pier, and presumably widening the abutments, the width was increased to 3.6m. So only the piers
and the abutments can survive from the original bridge, and they have been faced with ashlar. Access is very
good upstream, from where the photograph below was taken. Though all that can be seen is of the 19th century,
I retain it here because of the 17th century masonry at its core.
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DV76. Sheepwash Bridge carries a minor road
over the River Torridge between the villages of
Highhampton and Sheepwash, to the north-west
of Okehampton. The fabric is largely stone rubble
though the voussoirs are dressed. It comprises 4
slightly pointed river arches set quite high on the
jambs, i.e. stilted, together with a small pointed
flood arch. (The Listing describes the arches as
4-centred, but this is surely wrong). The upstream
and downstream aspects differ because the
bridge was substantially widened downstream in
the 19th century from 2.4m to 4.5m, preserving the
arch shape to the extent that the widening cannot
be detected in the soffits shown in the upstream
photograph above. A single arch ring slightly recessed below a hood mould can be seen and the right hand cutwater
rises to a refuge in the roadway. The cutwater to the left, capped at parapet level, looks as though it may have been
rebuilt. The more commonly presented view of the bridge, from downstream is shown below, and it looks like an
early 19th century bridge saving the arch shape, with pilasters rising from the cutwaters, and a prominent string
course below the parapets. It seems likely that the upstream structure is largely 17th century, which makes the arch
shape rather anachronistic. Jervoise thinks it even less old, on the grounds that the piers are narrow, a judgement
with which I cannot concur, (the ratio to arch span is c0.4). A good view is obtainable from downstream, albeit that
trees prevent the structure being viewed as a whole, but it is harder to access upstream.
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DV77. Sidford Packhorse Bridge is situated at
the junction of Snod Brook and the River Sid, on
the eastern side of the village of Sidford. I
discarded it because a plaque beside it gave a
preposterous build-date of the 12th century, and
more importantly because it manifested itself only
as a walkway at the north face of a bridge of the
1930s. However, a photograph unavailable to me
then, of the north (packhorse) face of the bridge
has caused me to reconsider. In it, there is clear evidence in the soffits of two arch configurations belonging to
parallel bridges. The rubble-built packhorse bridge comprises 2 segmental arches, presumably both with single flush
arch rings with dressed voussoirs; the higher and wider arch crosses the River Sid with a span of c6.3m, and a
smaller arch over Snod Brook has a span of c4.7m. The parapets, certainly modern, enclose a path 1.25m wide. I
do not think the packhorse bridge was built before 1600.
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DV78. Spara Bridge across the River Teign is just to the east of the B3193, carrying minor roads into the village
of Lower Ashton a few kilometres north of Chudleigh. It has 2 segmental main arches and a smaller more rounded
flood arch. The fabric is granite rubble, and there are single dressed arch rings. Cutwaters on the broad central pier
rise to give refuges in the roadway, which is only 2.8m wide. The parapets with rounded copings look as though
they might be original and an attached plaque carries an inscription to the effect that the bridge was built in 1660,
which seems reasonable. Access is good, but the bridge is very plain.
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DV79. Staverton Bridge over the River Dart
carries a minor road at the west end of the village
of the same name. The rubble-built bridge
comprises 7 slightly pointed arches, 5 of which
span 6.3m, and 2, 4.8m, which with the broad
piers make up a bridge length of 62m. The width
is only 3m. There are flush single arch rings, and
the

V-shaped

cutwaters,

upstream

and

downstream all rise to give refuges at road-way
level as shown in the photograph alongside; the
one at the north-west extremity of the bridge is
brought outwards to an enlarged rectangular
shape. There is documentary evidence that the
bridge was built in 1413, and it appears to have been little altered since. Access to below the carriageway is not
good with private property occupying the land at each end. I was unable to obtain useful photographs so have had
to resort to the internet for the one below.
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DV80. Stoke Canon Bridge carries the A396
over the River Culm just short of its juncture with
the River Exe, at the south end of the village of
Stoke Canon, which is on the northern outskirts
of Exeter. The river has two branches and
otherwise runs in a broad marshy valley, so the
bridge takes the form of a causeway. The main
stream of the river is to the north, and is spanned
by a bridge with 3 segmental arches of ashlar and
dressed stone. On the upstream face, double
chamfered arch rings remain, but the bridge was
widened downstream in the early 19th century by
building out onto the cutwaters, and the arches
here have unembellished single arch rings. When
I visited repair work on the bridge was in
progress, so my access was severely limited, but
the overexposed photograph above, taken from
downstream, shows the original bridge face
below and behind the extension, (indicated conveniently by the yellow coat). The bridge was originally c3m wide,
and even now there is room for one-way traffic only. To the north of the river bridge, furthest left in the photograph
below, there is a single 2-centred flood arch but with double chamfered arch rings on its west ‘downstream’ face,
even though it was apparently widened in the 19th century in the same fashion as the river bridge. To the south is a
causeway with three 19th century flood arches. Since there are references to a bridge with 9 arches it must be
assumed that the causeway has been rebuilt. The first documentation of a bridge here dates to 1326, but the
medieval survivals described are thought to date to the 15 th century. Access to the east, medieval face was
impossible when I visited, nor it seems has anyone else taken photographs from there.
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DV81. Sweetham Bridge crosses the River Creedy, a tributary of the River Exe, just to the north of Newton St.
Cyres, a village 5km east of Crediton. The fabric is a mix of volcanic rubble, some ashlar, and sandstone in the
soffits. It has 2 segmental arches, each with double chamfered arch rings in two orders. There are large
cutwaters on each face rising to give deep refuges on the roadway. The total length is 14.5m, suggesting that
the arches may each span c6m; the road width between stone coped parapets is 3.6m. It is suggested by the
usual authorities that the bridge was built in the late 16 th century, as Leland described a different bridge with 4
arches. There are metal ties placed rather unfortunately in the southern arch. Access was possible downstream
from where the photograph below was taken. No doubt the bridge is structurally sound, but it is disappointing to
see so much damage to the stonework.
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DV82. Taddiport Bridge crosses the River
Torridge immediately to the south of Great
Torrington, carrying the B3227. It comprises three
deep segmental arches, the central one spanning
9m, supported by abutments and two broad piers
giving a total length of 33m. As shown in the
upper

photograph

the

bridge

has

been

substantially widened downstream, according to
Jervoise, to just less than 4.5m, from c2.7m, by
abutting shallower segmental arches, supported
on extended cutwaters. These cutwaters are
ashlar like much of the extension work, and
topped with cones below parapet level. Very
unusually, the faces of the extensions carry no
separate arch rings, but rather near vertically
arrayed thin blocks continue to the top of the
parapets; I am unclear as to what this means
structurally. The mainly rubble upstream face must be at least in part original, and certainly the southern arch with
its rough voussoirs in a single arch ring looks the part; the radial blocks here are also carried up towards the top of
the parapet. The other arches have dressed arch rings, and may have been rebuilt to a greater or lesser extent; they
also have some radial stonework in the parapets, the cutwaters could also be a more recent addition. As regards
dating the bridge, the critical clues are the width, less than 3m before widening and the very heavy piers. I think
Jervoise, and the Listing, erred in ignoring these facts and also Leland’s description of a 3-arch stone bridge, in
favour of a late 17th century assertion that the bridge had 4 arches, so moving the build-date of the present bridge
beyond that date. There is documentation of repairs in the early 15th century so the bridge may date in part to c1400,
albeit that it has been much repaired since then. Access is good on the north side of this especially interesting bridge.
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DV83. Taw Bridge over the River Taw gives access from the west into the village of North Tawton, which is
north-east of Okehampton. The bridge as built comprised 5 stone rubble arches, spanning just over 4m, giving
a total length of 30m. Contrary to the description by Jervoise, all of the arches are segmental, springing from
quite high on straight jambs, and each has single arch rings recessed below vestigial hood moulds. The pillars
rest on concrete plinths, and there are large cutwaters upstream and downstream, which may once have risen
to provide refuges in what seems to have been a roadway only 2.4m wide. In the 20th century the width was
increased to 3.6m by corbelling the parapets out on top of rolled steel joists (RSJs) laid across the cutwaters at
both faces. Although the original bridge stonework remains visible, the alteration is a blight on the appearance.
There is documentary evidence that the bridge was built in the second half of the 17th century. The bridge is
easily viewed upstream and downstream, though trees obscure the eastern arches.
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DV84. Topsham Bridge (Clyst) gives access to
the village of Topsham over the River Clyst, from
the east. The fabric is limestone rubble and it
comprises 4 near semi-circular main arches
spanning c4m, together with a shallower rounded
arch to the west. There are single dressed arch
rings, and very small cutwaters upstream and
downstream, capped at unusually low level. The
over-exposed, downstream photograph of the
soffits alongside shows clear evidence that the
bridge has been widened upstream, by rather
more than the 0.7m suggested by the Listing, and
that it has been refaced downstream. The present
width is 4.5m, so originally it might have been
c3.3m. No doubt, these changes explain the general appearance it has of a bridge built around 1800. The build-date
of any early bridge is not known, but in 1647 a bridge here was demolished by order of Sir Thomas Fairfax. It might
of course have been reduced to a pile of rubble, but more likely, one or more arches were broken down. It is not
unreasonable to presume that the main part of the bridge is the result of a rebuild later in the 17th century, possibly
incorporating older elements. However the fact remains that all that can be easily seen is much more modern and
the older parts are visible only in the soffits. The bridge can be viewed upstream, as in the photograph below and
downstream, though the latter aspect is now interrupted by a wooden pedestrian bridge.
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DV85. Topsham Bridge (Avon) carries a minor road across the River Avon, in a hamlet of the same name,
north-east of Loddiswell. As can be seen from the photograph taken from downstream, the bridge has one
pointed arch, widened by adding a fairly shallow segmental arch, and this has apparently been done upstream
as well. The original arch was rubble built with single arch rings of thin, shaped, voussoirs, and perhaps spans
c7m. Jervoise suggests that the original bridge had a roadway 3m wide, and as I estimate that it is now 4m
wide, the extensions must have added c0.5m each. (I think the Listing underestimates the width of the road
now.). There is agreement that the original arch dates from the 16th century, with the widening carried out in
c1800.
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DV86. Tuckenhay Bridge crosses the River
Wash, a small stream flowing into the estuary of
the Harbourne River at the village of Tuckenhay
which is 7.5km north-west of Dartmouth. The
stone-rubble bridge, viewed from upstream in the
photograph, comprises a single segmental arch
set on vertical jambs, c2.5m in span. The one
flush arch ring is made up of shaped but
undressed voussoirs. The bridge has been
widened on the downstream face by an unknown
amount, signalled by the stone voussoirs which
make up the arch ring on that face. The bridge is
thought to date from the 17th century, and the
widening was carried out in the 19th century.
Contrary to the statement in the Listing,
Henderson and Jervoise do mention the bridge
but do not supply information.
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DV87. Weycroft Bridge is north of Axminster, and carries the A358, called Chard Road, but part of the Fosse
Way, over the River Axe. It comprises 2 segmental river arches, and, according to the Listing, 2 small semicircular arches to the south, one of which spans a mill lade; of the latter, I only observed the mill lade arch.
Unusually, there is a wide discrepancy between the Listing age estimate, the 17th century, and that of Jervoise
who with no obvious justification assigned it to the 19 th century; I hedge my bets by assigning it to the 17/18th
century category. It seems to have been strengthened and perhaps refurbished to a degree, in the early 1980s.
The fabric is rubble and there are single arch rings, slightly recessed. The photograph below, taken from
upstream, shows that the width of c4.3m is not the result of widening. Access was difficult, and although there
was no signage, I may inadvertently have been trespassing when I obtained the photograph.
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DV88. Wisdome Bridge which crosses the River Yealm is 4½km north-west of Ivybridge, though it is most
sensibly reached from the village of Cornwood to its west, along Vicarage Hill Road. It was formerly known as
Parsonage Bridge, and there is further room for confusion because another bridge over the River Yealm, a short
distance upstream sits beside Wisdome Mill, but is called Mill Bridge. The bridge is built of granite rubble, and
comprises two segmental arches, each spanning of the order of 5m and set on low ridged jambs. The single
arch rings are flush and set below hood-moulds; they are made of voussoirs which although apparently dressed
are unusually very irregular in shape The broad central pier carries large cutwaters, upstream and downstream,
which rise to provide refuges in the parapets which are widely splayed at the ends of the bridge. The carriageway
is 2.75m wide, and the bridge has not been widened. As regards the age of the bridge, 17th century seems most
likely given the width, and arch ring arrangement, and though there may have been repairs and refurbishment
the bridge looks basically unchanged since then. Access is reasonable downstream, from where the photograph
was taken, but the upstream face is only visible from the refuge.
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Note on Bridge Survival Rates
Reference is made throughout the compendium to the appearance of bridges on Saxton’s maps of the 1570s, helpful
confirmation that a bridge stood at that time in a given location, but the maps can be used in other ways. I have
counted 107 bridges in Devon on Saxton’s map of the 1570s. Of them, I estimate that 13 may still stand, at least in
part, and they are in the compendium, a 12% survival rate. It is possible that this is an underestimate of those still
standing, because there is some inconsistency of naming between the 16 th century and the present time, but the
discrepancy is unlikely to amount to more than 1 or 2 bridges.
Otherwise, my compendium contains 36 standing bridges built before 1600 in Devon, including the 13 survivors from
those identified by Saxton, and an additional 23. This is a large divergence, presumably explainable in part by the
large number of relatively small bridges, which have survived in Devon, away from important routes and large towns
and thus less likely to be marked on Saxton’s maps. It is feasible that this population could have been as large as
the population identified by Saxton, which would imply the existence of more than 200 bridges in Devon, in the late
16th century.
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